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SKILLED HELPERS WELCOME !

JOB DESCRIPTION | EQUITY MANAGER (DEALER)

At Anytime Invest, we measure our success by a singular parameter- the value that we create for our 
clients. Our biggest "wins" are happy clients. In sync with this core belief, the experiance that you create for your 
clients will determine your long-term growth and success as an Equity Manager(Dealer) at Anytime Invest.

Role & Responsibilities

* Executing trades on behalf of customer.
* Communicating Intra-day Trading calls, Algo and derivative trading.
* Individually oparate NSE/BSE terminals also detailed knowledge about Rules & Regulations and  compliance.  
* knowledge of broking, oprations knowledge, risk profilling of client along with technical and fundamental              
   understanding.
* In-depth knowledge of Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds.
* Coordination with different department(RMS, Risk, Compliance, Sales) for smooth processing of  transaction.     
* Generation of brokerage.
* Generation of revenue via cross selling other products and services.
* Responsible for handling queries of costomer through inbound calls.
* Ensure quick and efficient resolution of customer queries / grievances.

Desired Candidate Profile

* Candidate should have a high desire to excel in this field.
* Candidate should have education / training in the require field.
* NCFM/NISM VIII certification in capital markets, derivatives, and currency derivatives.
* Good quantitative/analytical skills.
* Excellent oral/written communication skills required.
* Customer Services, Customer Relationship, Relationship Management, Good Knowledge of financial market.
* Good Internate Connection is must. 

Preferred Work Experience

1-5 years We are different in the way we work; so, we prefer clean slates! we actively defy a lot of preconceived 
notions that people have about the financial services industry- that it is meant to be target centric, revenue driven, 
and the like. As an Equity Manager(Dealer) at Anytime Invest.

Perks and Benefits

Fixed Salary + Lucrative Incentive + Work from Home (as per Condition)
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